
EGF Classroom Technology  Team Meeting
 

Date:   2/3/05 Time:   3:00 
Location:  EGF 
 
Chair:   Milt Kinzler Recorder:   Al Gunderson 
Members Present:  Sue Dalager, Al Gunderson, Sherry Lindquist, Steve Alston, Milt Kinzler  
 
Members Absent:   Beth McMahon, Bob Gooden 
Guests:       
 

Team Minutes 
Agenda item #1: Classroon Tech installation update Presenter: Sue D. 

Discussion: 

 Room 106 was brought up.  Discussion entertained on the problem of fitting the projected image on 
the Smart board in 106 and also that there is a glare problem.  A number Room projector updates 
were given by Sue D.  Kiosks are done.  Additional need for projectors in 327 and for Mary Belanus 
in her lab. Ruth Letexier would like a projector in her lecture room as well room 211.. The library 
could use six more projectors for checkout. 302 is also in need of a projector. The church may be 
used in the future for a classroom which may also need projectors..Sherry inquired about some 
revamping rooms to circular seating arrangement and how that could be done with the current 
wiring systems in the classrooms.  

 

Conclusions: Needs identified, Tempory solution to Room 106 proposed. 

 

Action items  Person responsible: Deadline: 

 Put  a pull down screen in 106 for now Bob       

 Move projector closer to the screen in 106   Bob       

                   

                   

Agenda item #2: Web space for departments Presenter: Sherry 

Discussion: Sherry applied for a grant   to set up a web site for sharing of teaching ideas and storage of web 
addresses..right now she is doing this first with writing faculty.  She would like to know the protocol 
that would allow other faculty would use to access this web space.  Steve Alston and Stacy Hron 
can make a request to Chad and Chad could develop.    

 

Conclusions:  Steve Alston and Stacy Hron can make a request to Chad and Chad can develop.    

 

Action items Person responsible: Deadline: 

                   

                   



                   

                   

 

 

Agenda item #3:  Classroom Tech Survey Presenter:  Milt 

Discussion: Milt distributed a survery that TRF campus used. A survey will be developed for a comprehensive 
"wish list" for techology in each classroom by room.  A prize will be awarded for returned surveys.   

 

Conclusions:       

 

Action items Person responsible: Deadline: 

 Draft Survey will be developed   Sherry Feb 11th 

                   

                   

                   

Agenda item #4: Network concerns Presenter: Milt 

Discussion: Slow network  concerns in the library inaccessing electronic resources ..Problem could be down in 
Mankato..   

 

Conclusions: Sue will investigate 

 

Action items Person responsible: Deadline: 

 Slow network concerns in the library Sue       

                   

                   

                   

Other Information 
       

 

Resources:       

 



Special notes:       
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